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About This Content

Tome of Horrors Complete (Pathfinder Edition)

The Tome of Horrors? But that's been done already; why do it again? Well, actually it's been done three times, but never like
this. With the advent of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game as the newest torchbearer for the world's most popular role-playing
game, we need monsters-lots of monsters. That's where The Tome of Horrors Complete delivers in spades. Starting from the
original Tome written with the 3rd Edition rules along with the later releases of Tomes 2 and 3 for version 3.5, Necromancer
Games was in the unique position to bring you updates of the classic monsters not formally released by the OGL, as well as,
loads of new ones never sprung upon unsuspecting players before. So well received have these monsters been by the gaming

community, that this open content has appeared again and again in game publications by other companies including updates to
the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game system and even appearances in its own Bestiaries.

Why stop there? Never before have all three volumes been updated to the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game in their entirety and
released as a single, hardbound tome. Monsters from the aberrant to the yellow musk zombie appear in this book, and

everything in between-that's over 700 monsters. But that's not all; the appendices bring just as much to the table from templates
to hazards to a treatise on poison variations in nearly 50 types of venomous snakes. There are also new feats, planes of existence,

strange beings beyond mortal ken, and plenty of charts dividing the compiled monsters by CR, type, and terrain.

But it's more than just that, because the entire compilation has also been updated to the Swords and Wizardry rules for release as
another version of the volume. And in this version, the space freed up by the smaller stat blocks is filled by sample monster lairs

and encounters with the hundreds of different monster types featured in the tome. Never before has this massive selection of
monsters been updated and brought with these resources all together in one place for use in your own game.
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So you've got the monsters-both from the original edition of the game and new-the templates, the multiple appendices on rules,
planes, and the n'gathau, and a truckload of sample encounters and lairs to throw at your players, all together in one easy-to-use

book. That's why we call it The Tome of Horrors Complete!

Requires: An active subscription or 1-time standard or Ultimate license of Fantasy Grounds and the built-in Pathfinder ruleset.

Compatible with the Pathfinder Ruleset

Authors: Bil Webb, Clark Peterson, Greg Vaughan, and Scott Greene
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Tome of Horrors Complete - PFRPG
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: Additional Notes = Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to
your game.

English
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